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NEW MEXICO IN THE GREAT WAR

(Continued)
VII

Art, Drama, and Literature in War Service

Not only did New Mexico lay upon the national altar
its material wealth, and, most precious of all, the flesh and
blood of its young men, but its writers, singers, and painters contributed of their best to the winning of the War.
Take but this instance as an example and a text:
The Helen Haire Levinson prize of $200 for the best
poem of the year was awarded in November 1918 by Poetry
to John Curtis Underwood of Santa Fe for "The Song
of the Cheochas," a strangely prophetic war poem.
The United War Work Drive was on when Mr. Underwood received his $200 check and he turned it over
as a gift to the campaign committee. This significant and
interesting incident gains in color if one emphasizes the
setting and the circumstances.
Standing on the summit of the highest of the Truchas
peaks, on a clear summer day, the vision encompasses all
the State of New Mexico, thought it covers more than 78,000,000 acres. This vast region is populated by less than
400,000 people aimost as diversified in language, habits,
and origin as the peoples of Central Europe.
Here, to begin with, are the descendants of the original
inhabitants, more than 20,000 Pueblos, Navajoes, and
Apaches, clinging rather tenaciously to the language, religion, philosophy, and habits of life of their ancestors.
Then there are about 130,000 descendants of the Spanish
Conquerors who to a large extent still speak Spanish and
retain the Latin mode of thought and attitude toward life.
In the main their forefathers came from Andulasia but
one also finds among them traces of Moorish blood and of
other races and nationalities. However, these 130,000
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Spanish-speaking people are homogeneous to a notable extent. In addition, New Mexico has some 25,000 other
Spanish-speaking people, mostly men, who have come but
lately from Mexico and in whose arteries runs a considerable portion of Indian blood. These three classifications
account for one-half of the population. Of the remaining
half, 30,000 are foreign-born representing more than a
score of nations, from 150 Montenegrans to 7,000 Germans.
Negros, Japanese and Chinese together account for 2,000
of the population. The 145,000 or so of the inhabitants not
included in the above, represent the people who have come
from other states-not a homogeneous mass, however, for
the Texan of the lower Pecos Valley is differentiated from
the Pennsylvania and Ohio Quakers of Colfax county by as
wide a gulf as he is from the Spanish-speaking New Mexicans.
The reaction of all of these peoples to the Great War
was significant of the genius of America to draw to herself all races and nationalities and eventually to make them
sturdy patriots. The melting pot in Gotham presented no
more interesting phenomenon during the crisis than did
the sparse and widely scattered population of New Mexico.
It is this meeting of the races and the nations amidst unusual environment which stamps itself forcibly upon those
who settle in the Southwest, and which makes portions
of New Mexico alluring to artist and writer. Especially
in and around Santa Fe and Taos there have of late years
congregated brilliant men and women whose vision like
that of the Alpine climber on the Truchas peaks encompasses a wide horizon, and who appreciate fully the mystic
age-old soul life and art that had developed in the Southwest long before the coming of the white man. Their attitude toward the War, their comment on what was going
on around them, and their contribution toward victory
were therefore of special significance.
To New Mexico, the War in its incipiency was very
remote. Even when neighbors and friends volunteered, when
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the National Guard was mustered into the service, when
the draft took more and more of the men, the theater of
the world-making events was still felt to be more or less
in the blue distance. New Mexico has no ports out of which
poured great flotillas, no shipyards nor marts of commerce
throbbing with war activities, it had no great manufacturing industries turning out war material, and there were no
great processions of soldiers to thrill the people.
Still, at the very beginning of the War, even before
the United States had become one of the Allies, writers and
artists gave expression to intense patriotism and prophecies
of the coming days. As early as 1910, we find John Curtis Underwood writing:
America!
That's a great name. From Standish straight to Lincoln,
And her last soldier in the ranks today,
A land to live and die for. All the world
Waking, envisions her its heritage.
Two years later, in 1912, he published "Americans"
and from it to "War Flames," in 1917, seemed but a day.
The latter was inclusive of all the warring nations, even Germany, Austria and Russia, and gavea view so comprehensive
that only a scholar, a voluminous reader and observer could
and would have dared to present these vivid cosmopolitan
sketches. It was written before the United States entered
the war but was published by the MacMillan Company,
in that epoch-making month of April, 1917. If all other
books and papers referring to the Great War were destroyed, this little volume of less than 200 pages would still
give posterity a gripping and well-rounded story of the
agony of nations.
Now that the lights are dimmed, all outer dark rolls
near new tides of night.
Now that the earth spawns blood and hate and steel
and dynamite,
Now men grope bent in cellars blind down raw trench
trails of war
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For some new clew to life we lost who served its
Minetaur.
What flared up in Bucharest, in Belgrade, in Sofia, in
Berlin, in Paris, in a large human way, also flickered in
reflection throughout the mining camps and ranges and
towns of New Mexico and the poet presents it all in universal terms.
Then in Poetry of June, 1918, came "War Times," a
cycle of four poems of tremendous impact, poems that
smote the mists and fogs of sophistry, that dispelled prejudices and hatred, that revealed the God of Destiny and
the glorious Tomorrow. There is "The Song of the Cheochas" who defended the ancient capital of Chechak although
They had no uniforms but their gray hair and beards,
needed none;
They had no rations but half a pound of dry bread
a day, and it sufficed them.
They were armed with rifles as old and battered as
themselves, and they battered the Germans back.
Three times they drove them back, and took that shattered and exploding capital away from them.
And many of them died by the way, where
were lying starving and freezing Dying on high Montenegrin mountains in
and the snow that grew sleet,
So gray icicles grew on their beards and
cut cold skin on their faces.
And the wind cut their song into shreds, the
were singing when they died.

hundreds
the wind
the sleet
song they

The Suabas are building houses, the Serbs shall live in
them.
The Suabas are planting corn, the Serbs shall eat it up,
The Suabas are pressing wine, the Serbs shall drink
of it.
A few months later saw this prophesy fulfilled, when
the Serbs were living in houses build by the German invaders, were eating the bread for which the Austrians
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planted the corn, and were drinking the wine that the Bulgars had tapped from the wine press.
"At Bethlehem," with its clang of huge steam hammers and the sparks from the red steel billets, recalls
Schiller's "Song of the Bell":
For life ever fuses and flows,
Like the heart of a rose in the fire that eats up red
billets of steel like raw fagots of wood.
And a war is as good as a rose in the eyes of the Watcher of Space;
A war is as brief as a rose in its growth and its death
in the fires of the Forger of Stars.
And the fire ever burns out the dross in the depths of
the stone and the soul.
All the fires that ape or man ever kindled on earth
were lit and fused to keep these crucibles boiling.
"The Red Coffins" in its terseness sums up the Russian Revolution, its hopes, its disappointments, its significance:
To many it seemed
Like the red blood of Russia welling from a mortal
wound,
And some sacred fagots of freedom rising and kindling
a fire that would warm all the world
But no man there could tell the truth of it.
Finally "Down Fifth A venue" preserves for posterity
a word picture of young men marching into war with heads
held high, eyes burning with zeal, souls thrilled with a
vision of the world's freedom.
The past makes way for them.
This morning's discontent, yesterday's greed, last
year's uncertainty, are muted and transmuted to
a surging urge of victory.
Spirits that stood at Bunker Hill and Valley Forge,
Ticonderoga, Yorktown, Lundy's Lane, Fort Sumter, Appomatox, are resurrected here;
With older fathers and mothers who farmed, and
pushed frontiers and homes for freedom westward steadily;
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With freedom's first grandfathers and forerunners,
who grew to hold hill towers and forest fastnesses, and range the sea and all its shores and
islands for the right to live for liberty.
And their blood beats in these boys' hearts, and their
hillbred and seahred strength is stirring in these
feet that beat their measured cadences of courage.
And each beat of their feet and each beat of their
hearts is a word in a gospel of steel that says the
nations through ruins grow one again;
When God's drill-master War has welded nations in
ranks that their children may serve Him together.
For Tomorrow makes way for them.
Truly no other war has ever had an interpreter like
John Curtis Underwood; no epoch a singer who expressed
so loftily the heart-yearnings arid souls-stirrings of humanity.
In a lighter vein, Underwood wrote a song "Concerning Planting" to \vhich the Vigilantes gave wide circulation as an impetus to war gardening. Its refrain "Plant,
p~ant, plant," led thousands to take up spade and hoe to
help feed the Allies.
There were prophetic voices in the early stages of the
European War in New Mexico. Henry Herbert· Knibbs,
the novelist, on November 28, 1915, then at Farmington,
wrote a poem "Men of My Country," which was returned
by a well known New York magazine with the comment
that its sentiments ran counter to the sentiments of the
people of the United States and therefore could not be
published. It deserves publication in permanent form:
MElN OF My COUNTRY

Men of my country, awake from your dreaming!
Gather your strength ere too late to command!
O'er the far seas the wild war-star is gleaming!
Men of my country, the time is at hand!
27
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Hear the shrill wail of the nations in anguish!
Hark to the moan of the homeless and maimed!
Would ye, as they, 'neath an alien languish,
J est of the centuries, conquered and tamed?
Peace? Ye have fostered the name-would ye spurn it?
Power? Have ye scanned that drear lesson of old,
Sloth in the purple? Yea, Rome lived to learn it,
Paying her legions in perilous gold.
Lost is each hour that in silence ye cherish
Faith in the glory and fame that is past;
Wake! ere the soul of your loyalty perish
Singing its pride and disdain to the last.
What of the hearts and the homes that have reared ye;
What of the mother, the wife and the child,
When the brute mouth that once praised ye and feareo
ye,
Laughs at them, naked, despoiled and defiled?
Gather your strength, for a new dawn is breaking
Red through the mist of a treachery planned
To blind ye to slumber and strike ye in waking--Men of my country, the time is at hand!

Walter M. Danburg, later secretary of the State Council of Defense, about the same time, a year and a half before the United States formally declared war, wrote:

o Sun of the Western skies,

Gleaming so brightly today,
Shine on th~ soldiers of France,
Lead them to Vict'ry I pray.

o

Sun of the Western Skies,
Beaming so brightly today,
Smile on the women of France,
Lighten their burdens I pray.
On the first anniversary of the Declaration of War
against Germany by the United States he wrote:
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Blow, bugles, blow!
Thrill every heart,
Until the Nation's pulse
Beats strong again.
It was early in the 'war when, despite the grimness of
the world war, a chuckle, a smile, a broad grin spread over
faces from Portland, Maine, to Portland, Oregon. It had
its origin in Santa Fe whence Mrs. Alice Corbin Henderson
send out her deliciously humorous verses, "The Joke's on
Kaiser Bill." It was first printed by the Chicago Tribune.
How much it relieved an atmosphere tense with passions
engendered by the sinking of the Lusitania, the story of
outrages in Europe, or war preparations, will never be
told, but wherever it was read (and it was read everywhere,
for few were the papers that did not print it sooner or
later) one heard the refrain:
"Ten thousand Texas rangers are shakin' with wicked
glee,
At the joke of the German Kaiser in his fierce perplexity!
They are bustin' their buttons with laughin', they are
laughin' fit to kill,
"By Gawd," sez they, "but that's one on him! by Gawd,
but that's one on Bill!"
It is sure to have a permanent place in numberless
scrapbooks, in anthologies, and will survive many of the
more ambitious and serious poems of the War. Mrs. Henderson, who was then one of the editors of Poetry, contributed freely to the Vigilantes and her war poems breathed
all the ardor of chivalry and passion for the great cause
for which men were giving their lives. Who would not
thrill to her "Son for Freedom"? And what a rebuke there
was in her "The Man without a Country" to the profiteer,
to the foreignborn resident upon whom this Nation conferred citizenship and untold blessings but whose sympathies were with the Nation's enemies. Prophetic too was
"The Vision," written before America entered the War,
as far back as those August days of 1914 when the world's
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fate trembled in the balance; although published in The
Dial only after peace was declared:

What do you see, Child of the Sun?
I see a race that is just begun.
Why are your eyes so full of light?
Because I come from Pools of Night.
What did you see beneath the waves?
I saw a world of weeping slaves.
What do you see, now you are free?
I see a world that is to be.
As each wave rose, I saw a crown
By eager upstretched hands pulled down.
As each crown sank, confused cries
And tempest thunders tore the skies.
Where the green wave had reared its head
Were pools of crimson blood instead;
But from each blood-encrusted wave
Uprose a spirit, shining, brave;
The joy of peace was in his eyes,
His wings were shot with changing dyes;
And in his wake the waters ran
And made a pathway for each manEach man and all that are to be,
No longer bound, but glad and free.
A poem wonderfully fine and poignant appeared in
the July, 1917, issue of Poetry:
The great air birds go swiftly by,
Pinions of bloom and death;
And armies counter on shell-torn plains
And strive, for a little breath.
Pinnacled rockets in the gloom
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Light for a little space
A gasping mouth, and a dying face
Blackened with night and doom As if in a little room
A sick man laid on his bed
Turned to his nurse and questioned when
Mass for his soul would be said.
Life is no larger than this,
Though thousands are slaked with lime,
Life is no larger than one man's soul,
One man's soul is as great as the whole
And no times greater than Time.
In April, 1918, Mrs. Henderson issued her appeal to
America to send poets to the front to interpret the spirit
of the Nation on the European battlefields and to record
impressions for futm:e generations. Said she: "The newspaper correspondent has an official position; there are official camera men, official moving picture photographers,
why not poets in a similar capacity? As a matter of fact
Italy has D'Annunzio at the front; John Masefield and
Rudyard Kipling have visited western and eastern fronts
and published their impressions; why not American poets?"
It was Mrs. Henderson's "Litany of the Desert," which
appeared first in the Yale Review, that seemed to have
made the most widely accepted appeal, for it appeared in
the compilations of war literature, such, for instance, as
"The Spirit of Democracy" by Lyman P. Powell. It was
not intended for a war poem; in fact, it is such a contrast
to the fervid and perfervid outbursts of poetic war frenzy
that it bathes the spirit with a refreshing coolness and
calm:
On the other side of the Sangre de Cristo mountains
there is a great welter of steel and flame. I have read that
it is so. I know nothing of it here.
On the other side of the water there is terrible carnage.
I have read that it is so. I know nothing of it here.
I do not know why men fight and die. I do not know
why men sweat and slave. I know nothing of it here.
Out of the peace of your great valleys, America, out
of the depth and silence of your deep canons,
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Out of the wide stretch of yellow cornfields, out of
the stealthy sweep of your rich prairies,
Out of the high mountain peaks, out of the intense
.purity of your snows,
Invigorate us, 0 America.
Out of the deep peace of your breast, out of the sure
strength of your loins,
Recreate us, 0 America.
Not from the smoke and the fever and fret, not from
the welter of furnaces, from the fierce melting-pots of
cities;
But from the quiet fields, from the little places, from
the dark lamplit nights-from the plains, from the cabins,
from the little house in the mountains,
Breathe strength upon us:
And give us the young men who will make us great.
Surely this was worthy of Walt Whitman and deserving of a place besides Kipling's "Recessional."
Mrs. Henderson's plea to send poets as official representatives of America to the battlefield was not heeded,
but poets took their place in the ranks of the fighting men.
New Mexico sent, among other, Glenn Ward Dresbach of
Tyrone. His poem "The Man who would not go to War"
which first appeared in The Forum was widely copied and
quoted. Powerfully it pictured the young man reluctant
to shoulder the rifle, and his transformation through a
vision whenIn Troubled sleep
War came to him. In dreams he saw a host
Of strangers on the sky-line. Rifles cracked
And red death fell on his beloved friends,
And in his dream he saw
His father, with his gray head bared to death,
Stand on the door-step with his country's flag
Waving defiance. Then his father fell
And the flag fell across his silent breast.
The house leaped into flames. His sister rushed
Out of the door and raised the flag again.
She fell and over her the flag. He saw
A flash of fire from the doorway. There
His brother stood, firing as steadily
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As those who faced him. From behind him came
His mother-and again the flag was raised . . . .
And madly in the dream he broke the chains
That seemed to hold him and cried out in sleep
A battle-cry that echoed through the house
And in the morning he left for town
With fire in his eyes, to volunteer.
An anonymous and humble poet from Santa Fe, at
Qamp Kearny, on July 4, 1918, published in Trench and
Camp a "Song of the Drafted Men" which has a martial
swing to it that sings itself into the memory:
Uncle Sam is calling:-(How the drums reverberate!)
Rat-tat-tat! Rat-tat-tat!
'Boys, I need you !'-(Hear the trumpets celebrate!)
Ta-ra-ra! Ta-ra-ra!
'Freedom, which your fathers, and your
Fathers' fathers bled and died for
Is at stake!
Come, my young men, come my strong men,
Awake! Awake!'
Answer
'We are coming, Lafayette!
By the thousands, yea, by millions,
Row on row!
Where the Stripes are leading
We will followWhere the Stars point
There we go I'
In fact, it is a curious commentary on the spiritual
mindedness of America's young men, that the weekly issues
of Trench and Camp whereever it was published ran over
with columns and columns of verses - good, bad and indifferent - mostly bad but evidently sincere. An army
of fighters, such as the Americans proved themselves to
be, which expresses itself in verses and rhymes, surely
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does not justify the charge of materialism that has been
made against the Nation.
Mrs. Ruth Skeen, wife of State Senator M. P. Skeen
of Artesia, among current poems wrote "Somewhere in
France," which has sung itself into many a mother's heart:
Somewhere in France my soldier boy is fighting
Under two flags for truth, and honor, too;
I seem to hear those French lads calling,
"Coming at last! We've waited long for you."
C. M. Botts, recent president of the New ,Mexico Bar
Association, deeply stirred a large audience in the high
school auditorium at Albuquerque with his: "What is it
Worth to You?"
What would you do toward winning the war,
If it all depended on you?
What would you think and how would you act,
And what would you say or do,
If a message were flashed from over the sea,
"Our army must yield, must flee,
Must bow to the Hun on bended knee,
Unless we can hear from you?"
What have you done in the conflict thus far?
I'm speaking, now, to you:
Answer this question--consider it weIlAnd be sure that your answer is true.
Sombre was the poem by Miss Rose Henderson of
Silver City, addressed "To One in the Trenches":
I have dreamed vaguely of a flaming light
Growing somehow within the clash of things;
I have hoped wanly that the sodden night
Presaged a surprise and the rush of wings.
Is there such a spirit born of raining lead,
Such bloom of beauty from the shattered dead?
You who have known war's maiming, iron clutch,
Have breathed the wind of battle-breasting fire,
Is there a chastening vigor in the touchThe writhing flesh, the stench of bloody mire?
Does there some rapture which pale peace withstood
Cry through the tumult that the earth is good?
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Miss Henderson in the New York Independent gave a
picture of "The Border" after Villa's raid on Columbus:
Stretches of yellow, glaring sand,
Gray dust smarting with alkali,
Mesquite huddled on either hand,
And a beaming, sun-drenched sky.
Creak of leather and clank of steel,
Khaki village and sun-burnt men,
Rising clouds when the horses wheel
B:ack to the camp again.
Mess and gossip and drill and rest,
Night with the white stars thickly sown,
Moonrise over the ragged crest,
And the coyote's dreary moan.
Hot gray rocks where the lizard runs,
Skulking greasers in haggard bands,
Swift brown horsemen, the click of guns,
And a splash of blood in the sands.
The late Mrs. Natalie Curtis Burlin of Santa Fe arranged the stirring old Negro folk-songs for use in the
army camps. What a unique experience on the front in
northern France it was to come upon a negro regiment
trudging along and singing her "Hymn of Freedom," or
to be in camp when this song with its marvelous swing
and haunting lilt was sung in the old camp meeting spirit!
Mrs. Burlin arranged the words so as to give the soldier a
clear idea of the causes of the war and an understanding
of the great human issues involved. It was in Washington,
D. C., that a chorus of 2,000 voices first sang the "Hymn
of Freedom" for a civic audience on a program in which
Mrs. Baker, wife of the then secretary of War, took part.
Since then this song to the Melody of "Ride on, Jesus, Ride
on, Conquering King," has sung its way across the Atlantic,
and from st. Helena Island, by way of Santa Fe and Taos,
to Honolulu and Apia.
There have been many other poets and singers-minor,
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and perhaps some major - whose songs culled from the
New Mexico press, added to those which have appeared in
the magazines of national circulation and to which reference has been made in part in this chapter, would make a
voluminous and interesting anthology, but sufficient
has been given to measure the patriotic fervor that was
voiced in this .commonwealth so far from the clamor of
war and the frenzy 'of the battlefield.
Even the stolid native races felt it. It was on a day
when the news from the battle front was particularly discouraging to patriots, that a band of Cochiti braves came
to the Museum of New Mexico, looked at the Red Cross
posters, and then timidly approached one of the staff.
"We want a house!" their spokesman said.
"Why do you want a house?"
"We want to give a dance."
"Why do you want to dance?"
"We want to do something for the Red Cross the same
as white man," was the brief reply.
They had come for thirty miles over a hard road, in
wagons, bringing with them their katchinas or masques,
their ceremonial costumes, in order to give the "Matachina"
dance for the benefit of the Red Cross. That evening New
Mexico's capitol saw a sight such as will always live in
the memory of those who attended. In the beautiful St.
Francis Auditorium of the New Museum, these men and
women from Cochiti gave the "Matachina" dance with an
enthusiasm, a spiritual exaltation, which made it a veritable prayer for victory to the Sky Father, which signified
an implicit faith. As St. Michael triumphed over Lucifer,
and the spirits of good defeated those of malevolent intent,
so American arms would help win the War for Democracy.
The story was vividly told by G. Wentworth Field in the
October, 1918, Red Cross Magazine. During the performance of such dance dramas as the annual Corn Dance at
San Felipe, May 1, at Santo Domingo, August 4, and elsewhere, booths for Red Cross Benefit were provided. Tell-
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ing of such an episode at Taos, Marsden Hartley of Santa
Fe (whose beautiful tribute to Joyce Kilmer in the December, 1918, number of Poetrll was the finest wreath laid
upon the dead poet's grave) says in The Dial of November
16, 1918:
"The Pueblos patriotically offered their services for
the Red Cross and gave one of their rarest dances on the
evening of July 4 at the hour of sunset, certainly one of
the most beautiful spectacles, brief though it was, which
I have ever witnessed. It is called the dance of mercy. It
is the dance in its original form, as it has been given during the run of the centuries." The writer then describes
the marvelous dramatic rite, closing with the comment:
"And through it all you felt that here was the history of
your native land enacted for your pleasure, written in the
very language of the sun and the moon and the sky, the
birds and the flowers, rain and running rivers, and that it
was in this tongue that they might surely speak with each
other to a perfect understanding." Does not this yield a
glimpse of an aspect of life in New Mexico during the War
that no other commonwealth shared with it? The Indians
translated their patriotism into action and deeds; They
were found in the ranks of the Army of Liberty. Captain
Ashley Pond of Santa Fe one evening at the New Museum
told of meeting four New Mexico Mexicans in a machine
gun nest manned by seven Americans in the St. Mihiel
sector, one of the four New Mexicans being a Laguna Indian, as stolid as if he were an onlooker at the Zuni Fire
Dance.
At Santa Clara, one of the older men made war bonnets and sold them for the benefit of the Red Cross. He
invested $1,100 in Liberty Bonds and gave freely to all
war causes. Others followed his example and one of the
most impressive war meetings held in the state was addressed in this pueblo by Miss Willard, who in simple terms
explained to the Indians the causes for which America
was giving her blood and treasure. When she explained
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that the Germans treated the Belgian and French women
as the old-time Navajoes, the hereditary enemies of the
Pueblos, had treated their ancestors, a wild whoop of rage
went up to the Sky Father from the assembled braves and
the women and children crouched in fear.
The artists in New Mexico found it more difficult than
the writers to make a place for themselves among the
workers for Victory. An appeal for artists, like that of
Mrs. Henderson's for poets at the front, was heeded by the
United States Government only toward the end of the war,
long after the other nations had commissioned eminent
painters to perpetuate their battles and battle leaders upon
canvas. So there were few war pictures credited to New
Mexico artists. Gustav Baumann's "Fifth Avenue" was
a striking picture of the great thoroughfare, brave with
flags as the troops came marching along. Warren E.
Rollins hung for exhibit four war paintings, one of a camouflaged ship, floating lazily at anchor near the Statue of
Liberty, and another of a torpedoed ship going down in
a turbulent sea. One was a portrait of his daughter as
a Red Cross nurse and the fourth of a ship fighting off a
submarine. He also blocked out in his studio in the Palace
of the Governors, a striking conception of "Christ behind
the Peace Table," a vision of the Saviour of Mankind standing behind President Wilson as he sits at the head of the
table while the dignitaries of the Nations look earnestly
at the spokesman of the American people. Dimly seen in
the background are the marching hosts that gave up their
life for World Democracy. The title of the picture: "Will
ye crucify me again?" carries with it a world appeal, and
emphasis of the truth that no question is settled until it
is settled right.
Of course, young men among the artists, like Lee
Hersch, sought enlistment and donned the uniform.
Others like 1. E. Couse the Academician gave their sons.
The artists contributed liberally in the war drives and took
the lead in war charities. At one time, in Taos, a score
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gave paintings for a raffle that netted the Red Cross more
than $1,000. When Taos was scourged by the influenza
epidemic, they fearlessly acted as nurses in afflicted homes
and comforted the stricken in the houses of death. They
organized the relief work and performed as brave deeds as
were recorded on the field of battle, doing so unostentatiously, fearlessly, without thought of reward or fame. Mr.
and Mrs. Burlin, Mr. and Mrs. Ufer, Victor Higgins, Miss
Lucille Wrenn, Mr. and Mrs. Harwood and all the others
in Taos during those terrible weeks when the population
was actually decimated, worked day and night, sharing
their own limited resources with those who had no means
of their own,-going in and out among the sick and dying.
Of the Santa Fe artists, William Penhallow Henderson
found a fine field for patriotic work, as a camofluer at San
Francisco. Together with B. P. O. Nordfeldt, now in Santa
Fe, he developed the Pacific Coast "camouflage" to such an
extent that it became a standard with which Atlantic Coast
inspectors compared the work done in the eastern shipyards.
In the early spring of 1918, Ernest L. Blumenschein
returned from New York filled with enthusiasm for the
work taken up by the Salmagundo Club in furnishing
material for "range finding paintings" for camps, cantonments, and armories. It was a work that had been developed in England early in the war and proved of great aid
in training machine gun and rifle students. Mr. Blumenschein on his way to Taos lectured at the New Museum in
Santa Fe and explained how these canvases could be
utilized in teaching the men how to find the range, how
to estimate distances, how to detect "cover," how to designate strategical points, and how to make maps. With
these landscapes of country in northern France and in Belgium, the student officers also familiarized themselves
with the aspects and topography of that portion of Europe.
While it was not required that these pictures for utilitarian
purposes should have artistic merit, the twenty "Range
Finders" exhibited in the New Museum in the late summer
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at Santa Fe before being sent to Camps Funston and Cody,
proved a delight from the art stand-point to all visitors, for
it seemed as if everyone of the score of artists had taken
pride in painting as beautifully as he knew how. Each
canvas had an impress of individuality, and in some instances of a freedom and boldness which some of the painters lacked in their easel pictures. Both men and women
contributed to the cause including E. L. Blumenschein, who
was chairman for the Taos-Santa Fe sector, Gustav Baumann, Sheldon Parsons, Walter Ufer, O. E. Berninghaus,
H. Paul BurIin, J. H. Sharp, Bert Phillips, W. H. Dunton,
J. Young Hunter, Miss Harriet Blackstone, Miss Ethel
Coe, Lee F. Hersch, Mrs. J. Wilson, and others. Leon Gaspard sent to the exhibit a stunning sketch for a war poster,
and altogether it was a display as unique as it was remarkable.
When New Mexico dedicated its art museum at the
capitol, during Thanksgiving week, 1917, there gathered
for the impressive exercises a notable assembly of scientists,
artists, writers, educators, of representatives of all the
peoples, and at the same time the Dedication exhibit included the wor~s of forty and more New Mexico artists,
several of the paintings displayed being afterwards crowned
with prizes and medals at eastern exhibits. Immediately
afterwards, the woman's reception rooms in the fine new
building were turned over to the Santa Fe Chapter of the
Red Cross for its working quarters during the War. Part
of the studios in the rear of the Palace of the Governors
were assigned to the Board of Historical Service of the
State Council of Defense and the west end of the Palace
\vas given to the Child Welfare Service of the Woman's
Division of the Council of Defense. The staff at the Museum gave itself to every phase of war work, from food
conservation to supplying exhibits of paintings for the
War Community Service in army camps, at the same time
holding aloft the torch of art, literature, and science, having constantly in mind the noble words of the Hon. Frank
Springer in his Dedication address:
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"When European civilization, in the early centuries
of our era, perished amid the convulsions of barbarism,
darkness enveloped the earth. Letters, Art, and Science
went into hiding, and the lights of human intelligence were
well nigh extinguished. They flickered with feeble sparks
in the Arab's tent and in the hermit's cave. It cost mankind a thousand years to rekindle the smouldering embers
into flame. If the Twentieth Century is not to mark the
beginning of another period of dark ages, it must be because
those who do their part at home shall keep the lamps of
knowledge burning. Great changes await us at the outcome of the present upheaval. To many of the old ways
we shall not return, but out of the chaos of a world conflict this nation is destined to be born again-through pain
and suffering, no doubt, in which we must all share. It is
for us to realize, in such a crisis, that there is a duty to
preserve as well as to destroy; to upbuild, as well as to
tear down. Come what may, we shall face the tasks alloted to us as becomes the citizens of this great land, while
at the same time we resolve that so far as in us lies enlightenment, and the kindred blessings which make life
worth living, shall not perish on this earth."
PAUL

A. F.

WALTER

VIII -To the Colors

A hundred years ago, a military force which we might
speak of as the national guard of that time, was being described to the cortes assembled in Cadiz, Spain, by Don
Pedro Bautista Pino of Santa Fe, deputy from the Province of New Mexico. He stated that the military force
which for many years had safe-guarded this inland realm
for the Spanish monarchy consisted of a paid force of 121
officers and men, supplemented in emergencies by three
troops of militia.
Two weeks after the United States entered the Great
War, when the president on April 21, 1917, called the national guard into federal service, New Mexico could muster
a total strength of only 88 men,-49 officers and 39 enlisted
men.
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As described in a preceding chapter, the New Mexico
national guard had, shortly before, completed a service of
eleven months on the Mexican border from May 9, 1916,
until mustered out on April 5, 1917. As only 88 of the
guardsmen had taken the federal oath prescribed by the
National Defense Act of June 3, 1916, all the others were
automatically discharged-strange as it may seem, the
very day before war was formally declared by our federal
government. The outcome of this situation, however, was
that the national guard of New Mexico became a force
of volunteers more completely perhaps than the guard of
any other state-volunteers for service in this specific war.
General Pershing was then in command of the southern department and he was authorized by the secretary of
war to recruit the national guard of New Mexico to full
strength. When it became apparent, early in May, that
federal recruiting was not securing the desired results,
matters were speeded up by Adjutant General James A.
Baca, who inaugurated a recruiting campaign and sent officers out over the state at state expense. In consequence
of both federal and state efforts approximately 1,300 men
mobilized at Camp Funston, or "Camp Kitchener," near
Albuquerque on June 11, 1917. How this compared with
the mobilization in other states was thus stated by the
Deming Headlight of July 27th:
"According to the number of men furnished to the national guard in proportion to the population, New Mexico
ranks fifth in the list of states. New Mexico's percentage
is 351 men to every 100,000 of her population, a percentage
that is exceeded by only Kansas, South Dakota, Maine,
Vermont, all of them more thickly populated states than
New Mexico."
That rather formidable difficulties were encountered
and overcome in this mobilization is indicated by the following quotation from a report made some months later by
the adjutant general to the state council of defense:
"As fast as recruits were obtained they were sent to
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the nearest company rendezvous, at state expense, inasmuch as the federal government did not pay transportation
and subsistence of recruits from point of enlistment to
company rendezvous. Clothing and bedding were not available from the federal government and for sanitary reasons
the state was compelled to rent cots and bedding and purchase such clothing as was absolutely necessary. In localities having no armories the state rented the most suitable
quarters available for quartering recruits prior to being
sent to the mobilization camp. Some medical attention wal;'
necessary and at points where the service of a medical officer of the national guard were not available civilian
doctors were employed by the state."
Notwithstanding the problems thus indicated as well
as the problems of great distances and inadequate transportation, Adjutant General Baca could report that the
work of recruiting and mobilizing had been effected at a
total cost of $14,839.95, or a per capita cost ')f $11.42. This
expense was met as authorized by Governor Lindsey, by
the state council ·of defense, out of the public defense fund,
as was also the further expense incurred in establishing
Camp Funston on the mesa near Albuquerque, which
amounted to a total of $19,938. 18.
The 1st New Mexico Infantry and the Sanitary Detachment were given about four months of intensive training
at this camp and on October 16th these two units were entrained for Camp Kearny at Linda Vista, California. Two
weeks earlier it had been announced that the 1st New
Mexico had been designated laS the 159th Infantry Reg.,
U. S. N. G., which news was followed almost immediately
by the announcement that the New Mexico troops were
to be broken up into two machine-gun companies, thl,; 143rd
and the 144th. Upon arrival in Linda Vista this change
was carried out, part of the New Mexicans being used
also in forming the 115th Headquarters and Military Police.
Three weeks before, Battery A, now designated as
the 146th Field Artillery, had been transferred from Albuquerque to Charlotte, North Carolina. After some three
28
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months of additional training there, another transfer took
this unit to Camp Mills, Long Island, and shortly afterwards
to Camp Merritt, New Jersey. The rumors that Battery
A had embarked were not definitely confirmed until early
January, 1918, when letters reached some of the New Mexico homes reporting the arrival of the battery in France.
This unit of about 190 men under Captain Charles M. De
Bremond was the first contingent which was distinctively
New Mexican to get across. The 89th and 40th divisions,
which included so many National Army and National Guard
men of this state, did not follow until the months of June
and September respectively.
While the recruiting for the national guard was still
in full swing, the machinery for assembling the U. S. Na..
tional Army through the selective draft was being worked
out. June 5, 1917, will always be remembered as one of
the most significant days in the history of our great democracy. In New Mexico as elsewhere it was a day observed
by patriotic assemblies, impassioned addresses by leading
citizens, and enthusiastic parades in every city, town and
plaza. Out of a population of 354,000 there was during
the war a total registration for the state of 79,911 men of
draft age,-this figure including the registrants of June
5, and August 24, 1918. Of this total 8,505 men were inducted and finally accepted for military service during the
fourteen months from September, 1917, to October, 1918.
This figure includes a number of men who were subsequently discharged for various reasons but does not include
498 men who were inducted by their local boards but who
by reason of physical defects were not accepted when they
reached the camps to which they had been entrained.
No very large alien population appeared in connection
with the draft except in the counties of Colfax, McKinley,
t\nd Grant, where there are quite a number of this type of
residents in the employ of mines and railways. In Grant
County some 1,300 registrants could not be reached with
questionnaires, most or all of whom were evidently natives
of Mexico. It may be said in this connection that relatively
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:few New Mexicans failed to register and had to be
classed as delinquents, and very few brought dishonor
to their state. Only four men to date have been officially
reported as deserters, while early in the war there were
two cases of court-martial for other causes.
During 1914-1918, the five war-years, 475 aliens were
naturalized as against 337 during the preceding eight years
while the flow of immigration was still running. Perhaps
some of these 475 thereby sought to repudiate the claims
of their natal lands, but it is equally true that all of them
gave up the right as aliens to exemption from military
service and accepted the full responsibilities of citizenship
in the land of their adoption. The two nationalities most
largely represented in these naturalizations were German
and English,-a fact which is open to varied interpretations
and may call for fuller consideration than is here possible.
Perhaps this is the best opportunity for a word with
regard to the patriotism of our citizens of Spanish-American descent, for it is a strange perversion of mind which
sometimes leads people in other parts of the United States
to consider half the population of New Mexico as alien
and even to confuse our state with Mexico. It is probably
true that in no other state of the union may one attend civic
gatherings of all sorts, court sessions, and even the inaugural of a governor where two languages are used as a
matter of course, but so also is it true that if any comparison be made it must be recognized'that those who are native
to the soil from Spanish times are more legitimately New
Mexicans than are later arrivals of other nationalities and
their descendants.
Citizens of Spanish-American descent must not be confused with unnaturalized residents from Mexico. Some
thousands of alien Mexicans have enjoyed temporary domicile in New Mexico during recent years and many of them
have gladly become sons of this country by adoption, but
those who have remained alien in heart and conduct have
found the native Mexican of this state even less compatible
than the Anglo-American.
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Definite figures with regard to exemption claims are
not here given,-nor are they necessary for estimating the
loyalty of our citizenry. Anyone who shared or even observed in a very superficial way the correspondence which
passed between the boys in service and the folks around
the home fires has no need for figures; he knows of his
own experience the high order of loyalty which glowed upon the altars of our state. It was voiced by that mother
who asked that the national anthem be one of the hymns
used when the body of her last-born lay under the stars
and stripes before her; it is the incense which rose from
the letters of all those who were called upon to mourn,
whether those letters were written in Spanish or in English.
Truly the poet was Fight. when he interpreted life in the
words"Love's strength standeth in love's sacrifice,
And he who suffers most hath most to give."
The patriotism of the forefathers of all true New
Mexicans has been distilled anew in their sons. "Mac's,"
"O's," "De" and "Di's," "Von's," plain "sons" by' the score;
"Jones" and "Garcia," "Smith" and "Chavez," "Martinez"
and "Miller," "Baca" and "Baker,"- names and their
prefixes may indicate origins or they may appear in seemingly endless repetition. The real meaning of a name, however, is what its bearer makes it stand for, and countless
New Mexico names today are wreathed by patriotic service nobly done.
In addition to the men who entered military service
through the national guard and national army, there was
another considerable aggregate of men who answered the
call by volunteering in the regular army, in the navy, and
along lines of special service. All postmasters in the state
were authorized to accept enlistments and to forward recruits to the nearest recruiting station, as at Albuquerque,
Gallup, Raton, Clovis, Tucumcari, Roswell, Alamogordo,
Deming, Silver City. From such sub-stations men were
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given transportation to the army or navy station in EI Paso,
or in some cases to one of these stations in Denver; if accepted, a recruit was there given his rating and entrained
for one of the camps for assignment. Of course, those
within draft age had first to secure releases from their
local boards.
The requirements for, and restrictions on, voluntary
enlistment were repeatedly modified, no recruits at all being
received for some weeks during the summer of 1918. In
spite of transient difficulties along this line, however, some
1,250 New Mexicans entered the U. S. Navy an<f'approximately 4,000 volunteers entered various branches of the
army, in addition to the men who enlisted through the selective service and the national guard.
The total of New Mexicans in all branches of military
service, as shown by the records kept by the State Historical
Service, was 17,251. Figuring on the population of state
and nation as 354,000 and 110,000,000 respectively, the
U. S. Army and Navy should proportionately have had a
total strength of 4,661,000 enlisted up to November 11, 1918,
which is a total considerably larger than the whole number reported by the federal authorities. In other words,
New Mexico stood well above the average among the states
.in the number of men she contributed to the cause.
A few of those who served during the war were already in army or navy before 1914; others ans'Yered the
call from Europe before our nation declared war, getting
across and into Canadian, Scotch, English, or French service in various ways. Still others followed immediately
after war was declared, as Joe Quesenberry of Las Cruces,
captain of the U. S. soldiers who took the first German
prisoners and who later gave his life while serving as
major in the "Great Spring Drive." Quesenberry got across
by securing a transfer from the 37th to the 18th Infantry.
Carl Meyer of La Luz was another, the only one of his Coast
Artillery unit to answer a call for six volunteers to complete the 3rd Trench Mortar Battalion. Rev. R. C. Jacksonof
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Farmington became a major in kilties and veteran of many
a bloody field in Belgium, and was typical of many New
Mexicans who succeeded in getting across early in the game.
Few even in New Mexico know that nearly a hundred
Indians from this state joined the ranks-Jicarilla and
Mescalero Apaches, Navajoes, Pueblos from Taos, San
Juan, Santa Clara, N ambe, San Felipe, Isleta, Jemez, Laguna, Acoma. and Zuni. Perhaps those w.ho scoffed in 1917
when it was suggested to raise troops among these citizens
realized later that hundreds of them might have responded
if they had been invited to enlist.
It is safe to say that every profession and business
had representatives in military service,-doctors, editors,
ministers, dentists, lawyers, bankers, teachers, herders from
the plains, ranchers from mountain and valley, clerks,
miners, cowboys, merchants, mechanics,-no civic occupation can be named which did not contribute of its strength.
The whole football team at the State University went into
service. Every institution of higher eduucation has proudly shown a service flag; and may it be said here, even the
state penitentiary had graduates in service.
More than one editor shoved aside the typewriter to
sieze an automatic or an Enfield. It is interesting to note
that of nearly 500 cowboys in service a relatively large number from this arid state elected to ride the waves; and at
least one playwright rode the clouds for Uncle Sam. To
the cowboys also we owe the picturesque phrase so frequently used by recruits that they were "just r'arin' to go."
In June, 1918, at the time of the second registration,
Capt. R. C. Reid stated that the proportion of volunteers
to drafted men for the United States was 66 % and for
New Mexico was 84%. Not until after the June calls of
1918 did the total of selective service men forge ahead of
the total of volunteers.
Distinctions between the regular army, the national
army, and the national guard-and indeed the U. S. Navy
-promptly became uncertain. Naval marines fought at
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Chateau Thierry and in Belgium; regular army men served on ships; selective service men were used to fill up
National Guard units, and men were detached from the
National Guard for replacement use overseas. Engineers
and motor men, medical corps and quartermaster's department were essential to all branches, of course, and distinctions soon had no value except for convenience at headquarters.
New Mexicans were mixed like leaven apparently
throughout the whole army, as is revealed by even a cursory
glance at the units which included men from this state.
Such a tabulation of aero squadrons, for example, includes,
those numbered 11, 13, 27, 28, 30, 31, 36, 84, 89, 90, 103,
109, 113, 160, 165, 173, 181, 186, 190, 193, 195, 196, 210,
218, 228, 229, 236, 257, 270, 281, 313, 317, 328, 336-8,
350,353,356,357,360,369,372,474,475,477,485,496,607,
615, 626, 635, 636, 642, 644, 656, 808, 810-12, 823, 836,
869, 1103, and 1105.
As one other illustration take the engineers. Besides
151 men from this state in the two forestry regiments, the
10th and the 20th, and 226 railroad men of New Mexico
in 12, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22,23,24,31,32,39,47,48, 53,
62, 63, 69, and 503 (all of which were railway regiments),
the state was also represented in the following regiments
of engineers: 2-8, 9 (mounted), 11, 16, 25-29, 30 ("Gas
and Flame"), 33-37, 41-44, 58, 65, 66, 70, 81, 98, 102-107,
109-111, 113-118, 127, 128, 132, 136, 143, 144, 147, 149,
209-11, 213, 214, 219, 220, 302, 309, 313-315, 318, 319, 428,
468, 502, 507, and 529. These lists might be considerably
lengthened if all individual records in the archives were
full in detail.
It is known, however, that the divisions in which New
Mexicans served included the 1-13, 15, 16, 18, 23, 25-33,
34 ("Sandstorm"), 35-37, 40 ("Sunshine"), 41, 42 ("Rainbow"), 77-80, 82, 83, 85-92, 97, and 101; and it may readily
be appreciated, when the war-record of these divisions is
reviewed, that New Mexico shared in very diversified lines
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-of service. It is worth noting that New Mexicans served
in ten of the thirteen divisions which made up our "Army
of Occupation" in Germany.
Of the total of about 450 physicians in the state, 115
applied for and received commissions in the medical corps,
and many of the others gave valuable service as examiners
and on medical advisory boards. The efficiency of this
latter service is evidenced by the fact that of 7,858 men
inducted from February 10th to September 9th, 1918, only
307 were rejected for physical defects at the various camps.
This percentage of rejections, 3.9%, was the lowest of all
states in the union save one.
In this connection record may well be made of the
fact that the Red Cross at Camp Cody steadfastly refused
to take into its service any man who could get into the
army, and also of the fact that no one of the Red Cross
personnel at that camp served on a salaried basis. New
Mexico was well represented in other lines of service, also,
not actually enlisted and yet "with the colors," a total of
at least 40 men and 25 women having been reported as
serving in the Y. M. C. A., the K. of C., the Y. W. C. A.,
and the Red Cross.
In joining the colors the men of New Mexico were
dispersed in many camps. Camp Kitchener at Albuquerque was not maintained after the national guardsmen were
transferred to Camp Kearny, in spite of the various inducements held out to the federal authorities, although
part of it was again utilized in the fall of 1918 for the
students in training at the State University. Radio men
and mechanics were trained at the College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts, and barracks were built there also for
the student training work. Other recruits of the S. A. T.
C. were in training at the Military Institute also, but the
only cantonment on a large scale within the state was
Camp Cody at Deming.
All the men of the first draft, and the men drafted
in March and April, 1918, went to Camp Funston, at Fort
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Riley, Kansas. Most of them were trained there, though
quite a number were transferred almost immediately to
fill the ranks of units at Camp Kearny.
During the month of May, 1918, three state quotas
were entrained: 274 men to Fort MacDowell in California,
985 to Camp Cody, and 443 to Fort Sam Houston in Texas.
In June, 176 stockmen were sent to Camp Lee in Virginia
for training; 400 men were sent to Camp Mabry at Austin,
Texas, for mechanical training; 489 additional men were
placed at Camp Cody, and a small number went to Vancouver Barracks, Washington.
There was only one large call during July, that for
740 men to entrain for Camp Travis, Texas.
In August, about 40 colored recruits were sent to Camp
Funston. During the same month there were calls for 200
more men to Camp Cody, for 1,000 to Camp Pike at Little
Rock, Arkansas, and for 154 radio men and mechanics to
the State College at Mesilla Park.
September saw the departure of 8 more colored men
for training at Camp Travis, 101 men to Camp Bowie at
Fort Worth, Texas, 400 men to Camp McArthur at Waco,
Texas, and 54 men for limited service to Camp Cody. Only
one small contingent got away in October, 44 men going to
Jefferson Barracks, Missouri, for limited service. Subsequent calls were cancelled owing to the epidemic of Spanish
influenza.
Navy recruits, from both the Denver and EI Paso
stations, were forwarded chiefly to San Francisco and San
Diego, though later a few went to Charleston, S. C., and to
Long Island. Most of the army recruits went from Denver to Fort Logan, and from EI Paso to Fort Bliss, beyond
which points the state records did not follow them. Men
were reported, however, at the following additional camps
among others: Camp Humphries, Washington; Camp
Gordon, Atlanta, Ga.; Camp John Wise, near San Antonio;
Camp Upton, New York; Fort Oglethorpe, Ga.; Camp
Zachary Taylor, Louisville, Ky.; American Lake, Wash.;
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Camp Grant, Rockford, Ill.; Camp Perry, and Camp Sherman, Ohio; and Camp Morrison, Va. Here again we see
how widely scattered geographically our men were after
joining the colors.
Thanks to the high standing and past efficiency of
the New Mexico Military Institute, and also to the military
training which many of our men had received at the State
College and the University, a proportionately large number of New Mexicans entered service as commissioned officers or speedily won commissions. The Institute reported
80 former students holding such rank in army and navy;
the roll of Chaves County showed 61; the honor-roll of the
State College gave 50. Of all commissioned officers from
the state at least 32 served in higher posts as field officers.
As to New Mexicans who won places as "non-corn's" the
total was proportionately large.
Officers of the national guard did not receive federal
commissions until they had first passed rigid examinations,
and all others also who applied for commissions had to
prove their worthiness. Two men won lieutenancies at
Fort Riley as early as August, 1917, and 28 other commissions were awarded the same month to New Mexicans who
successfully completed the first reserve officers' training
course at the Presidio in San Francisco. As other training camps of this type followed, at Leon Springs, Texas,
at Camp Kearny and elsewhere, additional lists of graduates
and awards were announced from time to time. But here
again any complete statement of results is as yet impossible. Details as to promotions during service, of citations
and decorations received by officers and by men in the
ranks, 'are to be found in the individual records in the
State archives.
As one looks back to the spring and summer of 1917
he realizes that the people of New Mexico, as was the case
for all the states, travelled far in the two short years of the
war. In a war address at Albuquerque late in July, 1917,
Col. E. C. Abbott charged that a great many men were
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planning to plead exemption on the ground that their services were needed in agricultural lines. It is true that
the proportion of exemption claims were relatively very
numerous that summer, but this situation gnadually
changed as the people over the state came to understand
better the merits of the case and began to realize the powerful motives impelling us to respond to the call to arms.
War propaganda through the press and pulpit and public
forum wrought a speedy unifying of the people against
the menace of the Hun as they came to appreciate how
that menace darkened the horizon of our country and therefore of our own state.
Of course cities and towns on the railroad were more
accessible to telegraphics from overseas and from other
parts of the country, and the people of these places were
naturally more immediately responsive. The Carbon City
News of May 5, 1917, for example, reports a rousing "Spanish-American Patriotic Meeting." In the next column are
two paragraphs, "Gallup Girls to Try for Navy Stenographers" and "War Closer Home to Gallup People;" and
still another frontpage lead reads, "Recruits Flocking to
Colors." On the other hand it was well towards the end of
1917 before some of the small country newspapers indicated
any real awakening of the people to the national and world
crisis. But that awakening, when it did finally reach home
to the remote parts of our state, is well illustrated by the
cowboy who came loping over the plain to a little waystation on the Rock Island, just in time to turn his' favorite
&addle-horse loose with a parting slap and to swing onto
the train-off for the recruiting station in EI Paso.
"Draft Day" was treated as a holiday, even in places
so small that there was nowhere for a parade to march
save twice or thrice ~round a little plaza; and when the
time came for quotas of selective service men to entrain,
there were glorious send-oiis. In some places it was the
men who went who gave the parting banquet or dance,
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declaring that it was their wish thus to show how they
appreciated the honor of being the ones chosen to go.
When the national guardsmen left Albuquerque for
Linda Vista on the morning of October 16th, they were
presented with 9,000 oranges and apples and great crowds
gathered to bid them "Godspeed." Similar in kind were
the reports of departures which came in from all parts of
the state, but one illustration must suffice, taken from the
record of one of those who did not return:
La noche antes del dia de su partida una concurrida
reunion de parientes y amigos Ie dieron la despedida, y
se profirieron algunos breves discursos que emanaban de
corazones simpaticas que aunque sentian la separacion de
un joverr cuya vida era un modelo, 10 animaban a ir a cumplir un deber que la nacion Americana y el mundo entero
demandaba.
Lo mas impresivo y patetico tomo lugar cuando los
que Ie acompafiaron hasta el acostumbrado lugar donde
solemos salir con nuestros j6venes Ie dimos el ultimo adios,
al ver a dos hombres como de seis pies de altos abrazarse
el uno al otro para despedirse para siempre,-nuestro
joven Tafoya y su digno y apreciado padrastro quienes
no pudieron contener sus lagrimas sino que las dejaban
desgranarse y surcar sus mejillas sellando en aquel distinguido sitio un amor puro y no fingido que cultivaron en
el hogar, como tambien cubriendo la mas leve ofensa
cometida por el uno en contra del otro. Alli principio el
inmenso sacrificio de la familia el cual culmino cuando
nuestro fiel patriota fue ofrecido en el altar de la Libertad
e Independencia, muriendo por la pureza de los hogares
Americanos y por la integridad de los Estados Unidos de
America. Se canto, antes de la separaci6n, aquel himno
nacional:
God bless our splendid men,
Send them safe home again,
God bless our men.
Make them victorious,
Faithful and chivalrous,
They are so dear to us,
God bless our men.
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The spirit which animated the men of New Mexico
who. answered the call to the colors and the spirit which
ianimated the people from whose midst they went forth
was fittingly voiced in a hymn which sprang from the
heart of one of our own poets and which was dedicated by
him "To the Soldiers of New Mexico:"
Os vimos a la lid marchal',
Soldados de Neo-Mejico,
Al grito de la Libertad,
Soldados de Neo- Mejico;
Yj cuan gloriso no os sera
Pelear allende el Bravo Mar
Por Dios y POl' la Libertad,
Soldados de Neo-Mejico!
LANSING B. BLOOM

